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Rembetika have been around in some form since the turn of the century. In 1923 Greece was
faced with the resettlement of over 1.5 million Greeks refugees from Asia Minor. As a result of
this, shanty towns grew up around Athens, Pireas and other cities. These refugees brought their
music with them and this had the most pronounced effect on the urban music of Greece. Since
the emergence of the modern Greek state, the upper and middle classes leaned towards the
classical style of European music while at the other end of the social spectrum Greek and
Byzantine traditions prevailed. This poor class of workers had a constant contact with the
refugees and their culture. The musicians of these two cultures were constantly exchanging
musical ideas. 
Rembetika has its origins in an oral tradition where improvisation played an important role in
both the music and lyrics. Songs always started with an instrumental prelude, the taximi where
a musician showed his ability. These taximi would set the mood for the songs to come and they
would last up to twenty minutes. After this the song would start, often with the singer improvising
lyrics, sometimes to a familiar tune, mentioning people in the audience and refering on recent
events of local interest. 
In the 1920's and the 1930's rembetika could be heard in several tekedes of Athens, Pireas and
Thessaloniki. These were hash dens where the workers, the unemployed and the manges
would meet to drink coffee and enjoy argiles (water pipes) of the best hashish. Sometimes a
lone man would get up and dance a zembekiko dance. 
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